A literary unit comprising six verses details Eli's sons' practice (~Eltvi'J) of seizing sacrificial meats through unconventional means (1 Sam 2:12-17). The author(s/redactors) enveloped the unit with parallel statements that serve to describe the sons' standing with Yahweh -"The sons of Eli were sons of Belial; they knew not Yahweh" (v. 12); "Therefore the young men's sin was very great before Yahweh" (v. 17) . The author does not name Eli's sons in this pericope, but refers to them as "sons of Eli," "sons of Belial," and "young men." A great deal of scribal activity is evident, as one may determine through an examination of the variant readings among the ancient witnesses. One peculiar reading lists four vessels (see MT 1 Sam 2:14) that were used to boil the sacrificial offerings. This reading is peculiar because such a list is quite uncommon in the Hebrew Bible, especially in a historical narrative where the author is sharing a sacred story.
In this paper I will first present the 4QSama version of 1 Sam 2: 16 (compare MT 1 Sam 2: 14-16) and document its eight variant readings both to provide a context as well as to demonstrate the great deal of scribal activity that is evident in this pericope. 1 Afterwards I will focus on the list of vessels as found in chief witnesses -the Masoretic Text, 4QSama, and the LXX -and will argue the following two main points:
Lists tend to inflate in the course of their transmission; for example, 4QSama with its two vessels is preferable to LXXBL with three, or to the MT with four vessels. The author likely recorded a single cooking pot in the primitive version of the narrative, not two, three, or four; the single vessel was 1'0 (a "large pot"). But a scribe in the MT tradition misread 1'0 and wrote 1'::> ("wash-basin") in its place. 3 These forces include worm consumption (magnification of the leather reveals worm tracks along the outer edges of a number of fragments) and moisture. Notwithstanding the number of surviving fragments of 4QSama, the leather is in a poor state of preservation. Embedded for two millennia under more than three feet of deposit, the once tan leather is now dark brown. At points, the text can be read only with infrared photographs and/or computer-enhanced digitized images.
